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Abstract

The Principle of the Bene�t of Doubt dictates that� whenever reasonably
possible� we interpret earlier�day scientists as referring to entities posited
by current science� Putnam has presented the principle as supplementary
to his Causal Theory of Reference in order to make this theory generally
applicable to scienti�c terms� The present paper argues that the principle
is of doubtful standing� In particular� it will be argued that the principle
lacks a justi�cation and� indeed� is unjusti�able as it stands�

� Introduction

In the ����s� Putnam� in a number of in�uential papers� developed an account
of meaning� reference� and their interrelations� which radically departed from the
views then current in semantics�� Putnam	s theory builds on Kripke	s theory
of naming� a theory that gives an intuitively plausible account of the naming
of words for observable objects and properties but that does not immediately
generalize to theoretical terms� In order to make it applicable to such terms�
Putnam invokes what he calls the Principle of the Bene
t of Doubt �hereafter
PBD�� Roughly� PBD dictates that� whenever reasonably possible� we interpret
earlierday scientists as referring to entities posited by current science� Although
Putnam	s theory has been criticized for various reasons�� PBD has received rel
atively little critical attention� This is surprising� given the principle	s crucial
role in Putnam	s theory and given that� as I will argue� the principle lacks any
justi
cation� In e�ect� I will argue that the principle� as it stands� is unjusti��
able� for as it stands it is incoherent� and even if it were not it is� barring further
supplementation� unequal to its purported task�

The paper is organized as follows� In section � the views on meaning and
reference Putnam challenged as well as Putnam	s alternative proposal will be

�Cf� Putnam �����a�	 �����b�	 �����c�� Putnam
s students Boyd and Devitt have also
contributed signi�cantly to the development of the theory� see Boyd ������	 Devitt ������

�Most importantly	 critics have opposed against the metaphysics of natural kinds and the
�non�Humean
 variety of causality that both seem to be presupposed by Putnam
s theory� A
�later
 Putnam has very actively taken part in criticizing these presuppositions� see for instance
his �����a�	 �����b�	 ������	 ������� For other criticisms see e�g� Lepore and Loewer ����	
van Brakel ������	 Douven and van Brakel ������
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described� In the same section PBD and the motivation for it in the context
of Putnam	s theory will be considered in more detail� In section � I consider
the question of PBD	s justi
cation and discuss and dismiss the only candidate
justi
cation Putnam suggests for it� In section � I then argue that PBD is
incoherent� There we will also have a look at a principle that may serve the
same purpose as PBD but that does not su�er from the same defect� In section
� I argue that� even if PBD should be coherent� the principle stands in need
of further supplementation lest it comes down to an implicit endorsement �at
least for theoretical terms� of the very type of account of meaning and reference
Putnam	s was meant to replace� the same will be seen to hold for the alternative
principle discussed in section ��

� Incommensurability and the Causal Theory of Refer�

ence

Holistic or network theories of meaning identify a term	s meaning with its place in
the theory in which it occurs� or� less metaphorically� with how the de
nitions and
laws of the theory relate it to the other terms occurring in the same theory �cf� for
instance Feyerabend �������� ���������� Consequently� on such accounts� there
can be no change in theory without a change in the meanings of its terms� This�
in combination with the Fregean doctrine that meaning determines reference� has
almost generally been taken to entail that no term in any theory can share its
meaning or reference with a term in a distinct theory��

This conclusion� also called the thesis of the incommensurability of theories��

constitutes a major threat to the doctrine of convergent scienti
c realism� After
all� a minimal requirement for the convergence of scienti
c knowledge is that
successive theories can be about the same entities� One way realists have sought
to divert the threat is by challenging and supplanting the views on meaning and
reference that seem to underlie the incommensurability thesis�

Putnam	s new theory� now commonly called the Causal Theory of Reference
�CTR�� undoubtedly is the best known attempt to rebut this thesis� It tries to
avoid the antirealist consequence of the older semantics by arguing that rather
than that meaning determines reference� almost the opposite is true� a word	s
reference� on this view� is part of its meaning� and thereby to an important
extent determines its meaning� The other important component of word meaning
is what Putnam calls the stereotype� basically a set of beliefs held about a word	s
extension in a linguistic community�� Quite evidently� Putnam	s account� while

�The argument may not be airtight� It has been challenged by Sche�er ������ �see also
Papineau ����� Niiniluoto ������ has recently defended it against Sche�er
s critique� At any
rate	 I will here assume that meaning holism together with the Fregean doctrine leads to at
least some �from a realist perspective unacceptable� sort of incommensurability�

�Or that	 in any event	 is how Putnam says to understand the notion of incommensurability
�see his ������	 ��������� Sankey ������ may well be right that at least Kuhn would not agree
with this conception of incommensurability� Here I will not try to adjudicate on this matter
and only consider whether Putnam
s new semantics o�ers a solution to the incommensurability
problem as Putnam himself conceives of it�

�Further components of meaning on Putnam
s theory are a syntactic and a semantic marker�
See Putnam �����a� for a detailed exposition of the theory	 or Hacking ����� for a survey of
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it countenances that theory change induces meaning shifts� does not preclude
referential continuity between successive theories�

Putnam relied on Kripke	s ������ theory of naming to explain how a word
gets associated with its reference �the Fregean answer��through its meaning	�
no longer being available� of course�� Brie�y� Kripke	s idea is that a proper
name� or a name for a natural kind� has its reference in virtue of a causal chain
grounded in something very much like a baptismal ceremony� Typically� a thing
or substance is pointed to and given a name� which is then passed on in the
language community� later users of the word refer with the word to the thing
or substance baptized� provided the word has been appropriately passed on to
them� As Kripke ������������ ���f� points out� reference can also be 
xed by
providing a description of the referent rather than by ostension� He emphasizes�
though� that such a description of the referent of a word should not be equated
with the word	s meaning�

Since many of the entities science is concerned with are not perceptually
available in the way gold� cats and yellow things �to mention Kripke	s favorite
examples of natural kinds� are� it seems that� for most scienti
c terms� we have
to resort to the latter method of introductory descriptions in order to 
x their
reference �cf� Leplin ����� Devitt and Sterelny ������ It is widely acknowledged
that 
xing the reference of a scienti
c term �t 	 requires more than to describe ts
as �whatever causes suchandsuch observable e�ect�s�	� As Niiniluoto ����������
points out� such indirect causal descriptions are� by themselves� too liberal� e�g��
��i�f phlogiston is simply de
ned to be the cause of combustion� then the term
�phlogiston	 refers to oxygen�� Though it is reasonable to assume that such
indirect causal description will always be part of an introductory description�
the latter must also contain �some initial description of some fundamental or
important properties of �the thing or substance�� �Niiniluoto ��������f� cf� also
Nola ����� Kroon �������

Now what are we to say if� from the standpoint of presentday science� the
description once used to 
x the reference of some scienti
c term still in use in
one of our theories is false� For example� from our perspective both Mendel	s
description of the gene� and Bohr	s early description of the electron are false�
Should we therefore say that neither was really referring to anything� Of course
scienti
c realists would like to maintain that Mendel was talking about genes�
the very same entities as are postulated by modern biology�and that Bohr was
talking about electrons�our electrons�notwithstanding the fact that nothing
in the world satis
es their descriptions of these entities� It is thus a desideratum
that by itself the falsity� from our perspective� of descriptions earlierday scientists
used to refer to unobservable entities does not preclude us to say that they were
referring to entities posited by our science� At the same time it must remain
possible to deny that Priestley was talking about phlogiston� Priestley did not

it�
�This does not	 as Niiniluoto ���������� apparently thinks	 drive us back to a Fregean

descriptive theory of reference� That is only so if the introduced term is taken to be synonymous
with the description used to specify its referent	 which	 as remarked earlier	 one need not do�

�Mendel in fact never used the word �gene
 but talked instead about discrete particles as
constituting the inherited �factor
� It was the Danish biologist Wilhelm Johannsen who in ����
coined �gene
 as a word for the Mendelian inherited factor�
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just give a wrong description of phlogiston� there is no phlogiston in this world
�or so we believe�� A supplementation of the theory thus seems called for that
can discriminate between� on the one hand� false termintroducing descriptions
of the kind Mendel gave for �gene	 and Bohr for �electron	 and� on the other hand�
false termintroducing descriptions of the kind Priestley gave for �phlogiston	�

Putnam	s Principle of the Bene
t of Doubt is introduced for this purpose�
The principle dictates that

when speakers specify a referent for a term they use by a description and�
because of mistaken factual beliefs that these speakers have� that descrip�
tion fails to refer� we should assume that they would accept reasonable
reformulations of their description �in cases where it is clear� given our
knowledge� how their description should be reformulated so as to refer� and
there is no ambiguity about how to do it in the practical context�� �Putnam
�	
���f�

Since such reasonable reformulation seems possible in Mendel	s case� but not in
Priestley	s� we can say that the word �gene	 �or rather �factor	�cf� note �� in
Mendel	s theory referred to genes and the word �phlogiston	 in Priestley	s theory
to nothing� Taken in combination� CTR and PBD thus seem to o�er a solution
to the problem of incommensurability�

The remainder of the paper will be devoted to scrutinizing PBD�

� What Justification is there for the Principle�

A host of arguments have been given� by Putnam� Kripke and many others� to
convince us that the causal account is intuitively much more plausible than the
older accounts of meaning and reference that it is meant to replace� While these
arguments are generally regarded as being among the most persuasive in modern
philosophy� they all turn on examples exclusively involving proper names and
words for observable natural kinds� It is not at all evident from these arguments
that the theory also gives the right account of reference and meaning for theo
retical terms�� Thus there remains the question as to what justi
es application
of the theory to theoretical terms and� in particular� what justi
es the principle
crucial in applying the theory to such terms�

Initially PBD may strike one as being quite plausible� Surely we do not expect
any scientist to object to a reasonable reformulation of a description he or she
used for the speci
cation of the referent of some theoretical term� Note� however�
that this cannot count as a justi
cation for PBD� For what needs justi
cation is
the assumption that� if a former scientist can reasonably be assumed to accept a
�from our perspective� correct reformulation of an introductory description� then
that provides su�cient ground to conclude there is referential continuity between
him her and us� And it is certainly not obvious that the assumption	s antecedent

�If we accept a principle of semantic uniformity according to which there must be a single
theory of meaning and reference for the entire vocabulary of a language	 then it is arguable that	
if the causal theory correctly accounts for the meaning and reference of words for observable
things and properties	 it must also be the correct account of reference and meaning for theoret�
ical terms� However	 I have argued elsewhere �Douven ���� that such principles of semantic
uniformity	 although widely accepted in modern semantics	 are themselves ill�justi�ed�
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has anything to do with its consequent� Putnam seems to be aware that PBD
needs some justi
cation of its own �i�e�� one independent of the justi
cation pro
vided for CTR� and in his ������ he does propose such a justi
cation for the
principle� What he claims there is that PBD is justi
ed in virtue of its �alleged�
ability to block the socalled pessimistic metainduction� It is easily seen� how
ever� that if this �alleged� justi
cation should be the only one for PBD�and
to the best of my knowledge it is the only one pro�ered in the literature�then
application of PBD lacks any warrant�

Putnam ��������f� says�

�W�hat if we accept a theory from the standpoint of which electrons are like
phlogiston� Then we will have to say electrons don�t really exist� What
if this keeps happening� What if all the theoretical entities postulated by
one generation �molecules� genes� etc�� as well as electrons� invariably �don�t
exist� from the standpoint of later science� This is� of course� a form of the
old sceptical �argument from error��how do you know you aren�t in error
now� � � � One reason this is a serious worry is that eventually the following
meta�induction becomes overwhelmingly compelling� just as no term used

in the science of more than �fty �or whatever� years ago referred� so it will

turn out that no term used now � � � refers�

This argument is now commonly referred to as the �pessimistic metainduction	�
scienti
c realists regard it as one of the major weapons in the hands of their
opponents�	

It might seem that� although it threatens convergent scienti
c realism� the
pessimistic metainduction does not� or at least not necessarily� pose a problem
for Putnam	s new account of meaning and reference� That is not so� however�
Since it makes meaning and reference so crucially dependent on actual causal
relations between words and things in the world� Putnam	s theory seems unable to
explain how we understand the meanings of such �nonentity terms	 as �phlogiston	
or �caloric	 �terms still current today� albeit mainly in history and philosophy of
science seminars�� as most realists think we do� There can� for instance� be no
causal chain linking our present use of the term �phlogiston	 to the substance
phlogiston� for there is no� and there never was� such a substance� At best�
such cases show that Putnam	s theory cannot be complete� �At worst� they
show causal connections are irrelevant to what our words mean and hence that
Putnam	s theory is wrong�� But� of course� if all terms were like �phlogiston	� as
the metainduction would have us conclude� then Putnam	s theory would not just
be incomplete but would be entirely useless��
 Thus Putnam ��������� rightly
remarks� �It must obviously be a desideratum for the theory of reference that this
metainduction be blocked�� The ensuing remark���T�hat is one justi
cation for
the principle of the bene
t of doubt��is deeply puzzling� however� and that for
at least two reasons�

First� Putnam thinks it would be unreasonable to accord Priestley the bene
t
of the doubt and to say �phlogiston	 referred �ibid��� Now� one can easily formulate
a pessimistic metainduction only involving terms none of which can reasonably

	For a much more detailed version of the argument see Laudan ������
�
The relationship between the pessimistic meta�induction and Putnam
s account of meaning

and reference is discussed in much greater detail in Douven and van Brakel �������
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be regarded as referring to some entity postulated by presentday science� In
Douven and van Brakel �������� the following example of such a metainduction
is given�

Just as according to Science��

 the term �phlogiston� had no referent� just
as according to Science���
 �phlogiston� and �caloric� had no referent� just as
according to Science�	

 �phlogiston�� �caloric� and �ether� had no referent
� � � �etcetera� so� according to Science�
�
� �phlogiston�� �caloric�� �ether��
� � � � � � � and �electron� �or any other term from current science� will have
no referent� and� according to Science��

� �phlogiston�� � � � � � � � � �electron�
and �gene� will have no referent� and� according to Science���
� � � � and � � �
will have no referent � � � �etcetera�� And so will� �nally� according to some
future theory� all or almost all of the terms from current science appear to
have no referent�

It is pretty clear that against this argument PBD is of no help���

Secondly� suppose the induction were exclusively based on evidence involv
ing �entities	 once but no longer thought to exist but which can be said to be
in important respects similar to entities postulated by presentday science �e�g�
Rutherford	s �electronswithtrajectories	�� In that case it seems arguable that
PBD can help reduce or even take away the metainduction	s skeptical force�
It should be noticed� however� that our present concern is 
nding an adequate
justi�cation for PBD� And it seems to me that the mere fact that a principle
can help defending a certain philosophical position does not by itself constitute
a reason for 
nding that principle acceptable�

But perhaps I	m wrong� perhaps the main justi
cation for PBD� and for
principles like it� is to be sought in what they accomplish� It seems arguable
that� quite apart from its threatening scienti
c realism� the incommensurability
thesis is problematical because it seems just too much to believe that any theory
change� however minimal� induces referential shifts� So then it may seem to some
that if PBD is able to help refute that thesis that already provides su�cient
justi
cation for it� However� there is no need to squabble about this� for I do
not think PBD is of any help against the incommensurability problem� In fact�
as will be seen in the next section� the principle as formulated by Putnam is not
even coherent�

� PBD is Incoherent

From some of Putnam	s remarks concerning PBD� one can easily get the impres
sion that it is only a methodological maxim governing our practice of interpreting
former scientists� For instance� Putnam ������ says that according to this princi
ple �we should assume that �speakers� would accept reasonable reformulations of
�their termintroducing descriptions�� ���f� my italics�� that we must �treat Bohr
as referring to these particles �i�e� electrons�� ���� my italics� or again that �we
should � � � take Bohr to have been referring to what we call �electrons	 � �ibid��

��Of course	 one may doubt the force of such meta�inductions	 whatever their precise formu�
lation� However	 if these arguments are non�starters	 as some authors maintain �cf� for instance
Devitt ����	 Cummiskey ����	 Leplin �����	 they already for that reason cannot provide a
justi�cation for PBD�
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my italics�� PBD might thus seem to imply no more than the following condi
tion under which terms occurring in successive theories should be interpreted as
having the same reference�

PBD� A term �t	 in theory T should be interpreted as having the same reference
as �t!	 in a successor theory T! of T �with possibly �t	 " �t!	� exactly if
the description T 	s proponents used to specify the referent of �t	 can� from
the perspective of T!� be reasonably reformulated so as to make �t	 refer
to the same thing�s� �t!	 refers to�

But if all that PBD says has to do with how we should interpret others� implying
nothing about whether there is any shared reference� then it is hard to see how
it could be of any help in answering the incommensurability thesis� For to do
this� realists must establish that� in general� later theories are advances on truth
as compared to their predecessors� not that they can be interpreted or taken or
treated as advances on truth� the latter conclusion would just be too weak to be
any good�

So I take it that PBD is not just meant to state the condition under which
some term occurring in a now discarded theory can be interpreted as having the
same reference as a term currently employed� but that it also intends to state the
following condition under which such terms actually have a common reference�

PBD�� A term �t	 in theory T has the same reference as �t!	 in a successor theory
T! of T �with possibly �t	 " �t!	� exactly if the description used by T 	s
proponents to specify the reference of �t	 can� from the perspective of T!�
be reasonably reformulated so as to make �t	 refer to the same thing�s�
�t!	 refers to�

But this condition is incoherent� The problem is that the relation between de
scriptions and perspectives from which a certain description can be reasonably
reformulated is not transitive� it may be that from our perspective Bohr	s de
scription of the electron can be reasonably reformulated� and that our description
of the electron can be reasonably reformulated from the perspective of a future
generation of scientists� but that Bohr	s description cannot be reasonably refor
mulated from that future perspective� By PBD�� this would imply that Bohr was
talking about the same electrons as we do� that we are talking about the same
electrons as �we suppose� future scientists will do� and that these future scientists
will not be talking about the same electrons as Bohr was talking about� This
shows that� since sameness of reference is transitive� application of the principle
may lead to outright contradiction� the future scientists we imagined both are
and are not talking about the same electrons as Bohr was talking about�

The problem could have been avoided� I think� by adopting instead of PBD
the following alternative principle�

PBD! A term �t	 occurring in theory T refers to the entity or kind of entities E
if the description used by T 	s proponents to specify the reference of �t	 is
closer to the truth about E than it is to the truth about any other entity
or kind of entities�

PBD! is� in essence� the supplementary principle to CTR Niiniluoto ������ pro
poses� He makes it much more precise with the help of the notions of approximate
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truth and truthlikeness which in his work have very de
nite� technical meanings
�cf� Niiniluoto ������ There is for us no need to go into these intricacies� I here
assume the idea of a description being closer to the truth about one thing than to
the truth about another to be unproblematic� Niiniluoto also points out that the
principle has to be quali
ed in that some threshold requirement should be added
to PBD!� The description should be su�ciently close to the truth about some
entity for it to refer at all� where some speci
cation of the su�ciency condition
has to be provided� this too I will leave aside here���

Like PBD� PBD! allows terms in distinct theories to have the same reference�
E�g�� it may be that Bohr	s and our description of the referent of the term �elec
tron	� though di�erent� are closer to the truth about one and the same kind of
entity than to the truth about any other kind of entity� So it seems that the
combination of CTR and PBD! is su�cient to block incommensurability�

Since PBD! is super
cially very similar to PBD it may not be immediately
clear why the new principle does not face the same problem as PBD� The crucial
di�erence between the two principles is this� Whereas PBD is concerned with
the question as to whether terms in di�erent theories are and can be taken to be
codesignative� PBD! states a condition for a term to refer period� The latter is
entirely independent of what can or cannot be reasonably reformulated from a
certain perspective� Thus� if theory T! is the successor of T � it may be possible
from the perspective of T! to reasonably reformulate the description for some
term �t	 occurring in T so as to make it refer to what �t!	 in T! is supposed to
refer to� and yet �t	 in T and �t!	 in T! may� according to PBD!� both fail to refer�
Conversely� it cannot be excluded that� according to PBD!� both �t	 and �t!	 refer
to ts� and yet there is� from the perspective of T! no reasonable reformulation
of the T dependent description associated with t� The question as to whether
terms in distinct theories have the same reference thus has nothing to do with
whether termintroducing descriptions given by proponents of the one theory are
regarded as being su�ciently close to theirs by proponents of the other� Hence
PBD! cannot lead to the problem PBD was seen to give rise to�

� PBD Needs Further Supplementation

Initially one is certainly inclined to agree with Putnam ��������� that� according
to our best current knowledge�

there are particles which approximately �t �the Bohr�Rutherford descrip�
tion of an electron�� they have the right charge� the right mass� and they

��Putnam
s �����c������ discussion of Wilson
s Principle of Charity �according to which �we
should assign the designatum that makes the largest possible number of the speaker
s beliefs
true������ suggests that PBD� may require quali�cation in another respect� There Putnam
imagines a kind of entities he calls �shmelectrons
 which only exist in some remote region of
our universe� He further imagines that these entities have all or most of the properties Bohr
thought electrons had	 while electrons do not� As Putnam points out	 application of Charity
would now oblige us to say Bohr was really talking about shmelectrons	 which intuitively is
certainly wrong� As it stands	 PBD� su�ers the same defect� This is easily �xed however� One
way to do this is by demanding that the indirect causal description part of the introductory
description be true �and perhaps also that such causal descriptions be stated in the form�
�responsible for e�ects such as occurred then�and�then	 there�and�there
��
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are responsible for key e�ects which Bohr�Rutherford explained in terms of
�electrons��

For all we know� electrons do not� as Rutherford and Bohr �in ����� say� thought�
orbit the nucleus much in the same way as the Earth orbits the Sun� But it seems
entirely reasonable to assume Rutherford and Bohr would accept reformulation
of their description so as to make it correct from our perspective �as of course we
know� Bohr later in his career actually did accept such a reformulation�� If that
is so� then PBD demands that we identify the reference of the term �electron	 as
used by Rutherford and Bohr in the beginning of this century with the reference
of the term as we now use it�

However� we may well be too quick with our application of PBD here� We 
nd
it appropriate to accord Bohr the bene
t of the doubt in the case of the electron
because we judge the description he associated with the term �electron	 as being
su�ciently close to the description we associate with the term� both ascribe the
same mass and charge to electrons and both agree on what observable e�ects are
caused by electrons� But in saying that both descriptions to a large part ascribe
the same properties to electrons we are obviously assuming that we can identify
the reference of such terms as �charge	 and �mass	 occurring in Bohr	s description
with the reference these terms have as they occur in our theories� Otherwise put�
in claiming that there are entities approximately 
tting Bohr	s ���� description
of the electron� Putnam must be assuming that the theoretical terms occurring
in that description �apart from �electron	� perhaps� have retained their reference
since ����� Whether we can be reasonably con
dent that they have� despite
various changes in theory since that time� is of course exactly the question at
issue�

More formally put the problem is that� as Putnam presents the situation�
it is as if we must consider whether it would be reasonable to interpret �X 	 as
referring to electrons in each of the sentences ��x�Xx � Px�	� ��x�Xx � Qx�	
and ��x�Xx � Rx�	� If� from our current perspective� electrons have properties
P and Q� though perhaps not R� it may be arguable that the interpretation
is reasonable� However� as we just saw� in order not to beg any Kuhnian or
Feyerabendian issues� we should represent the situation as one in which it must be
decided whether the class of electrons could be reasonably assigned as reference
to �X 	 in the sentences ��x�Xx � X �x�	� ��x�Xx � X ��x�	� etc�� that is� in
sentences in which the properties ascribed to whatever has the property X are
themselves treated as �blanks	�

Would it help if we were to apply PBD to all theoretical terms occurring in
Bohr	s ���� theory� Identify the referents of Bohr	s �mass	� �charge	� etc�� with
our mass� charge� and so on� and Bohr	s description of the electron does come
out close to ours�

While this is correct� it should be noticed that this procedure gives us some
thing very much like the network theory of meaning back� at least for theoretical
terms� Whether an assignment of a certain referent to one of Bohr	s terms is
reasonable or not depends on what referents we assign to the other terms in the
network� Assignments of referents� and hence� on CTR� of meanings� to theoret
ical terms will thus have to be evaluated clusterwise� In other words� it is again
a term	s location in the theoretical network that determines its reference� and
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hence again a term	s place in the network that determines what it means� Surely
the referents that thus get assigned are all entities acknowledged by current sci
enti
c theory� So more precisely put the theory would now be that which of the
entities postulated by current science are assigned to the terms of some formerly
accepted but now discarded theory depends on the network constituted by the
latter� It is hard to see how that could make a relevant di�erence� however�

Even if it does� the suggested unrestricted application of PBD cannot be ac
ceptable to a proponent of CTR� As was pointed out� PBD was supposed to be
strict enough to not make� e�g�� �phlogiston	 come out as a referring term� But
when unrestricted application is admitted� it is not clear that this can be avoided�
It presumably would not take much imagination to 
nd some assignment of ref
erents to the central terms of phlogistontheory that would make the description
Priestley used to specify the reference of �phlogiston	 come out close to one we
use to specify the reference of some term currently in use� On the present pro
posal� this would be a legitimate practice� More speci
cally� on this proposal it
is unclear what such quali
cations as that PBD should be applied to a term only
when a reasonable reformulation of its introductory description is possible� and
that there should be no ambiguity about how to do it practically� are supposed
to come to� the terms �reasonable	 and �unambiguous	 as applied to a possible
reformulation of an introductory description would seem to have become entirely
void�

This time the problem is not circumvented by adopting PBD! instead of PBD�
Recall that according to PBD! a term refers to the entity or kind of entities that
maximizes the �truthcloseness	 of its associated description� But for this to
make sense the terms occurring in the description must themselves have their
reference already 
xed� Since such descriptions will typically contain themselves
theoretical terms� this requires some account that explains how these theoretical
terms have their reference 
xed� And from our discussion above we know that
it is no help to modify PBD! and state that the terms of a theory refer to those
�classes of� objects that� when collectively assigned as referents to the various
terms� maximize the theory	s truthcloseness�

The foregoing does not by itself show that there could not be any role for
PBD PBD! in supplementing CTR� but merely that� to make the theory ap
plicable to theoretical terms� some further supplementation is needed� If� for
instance� we had some account that could explain how� in the example of Bohr	s
electron� at least �mass	 and �charge	 have retained their reference since �����
and that does so without itself relying on PBD PBD!� we might want to invoke
PBD PBD! to conclude to the referential continuity of the term �electron	 since
������� However� it seems unlikely that� if we really had a theory that explained
how certain theoretical terms retain their reference through theory change� this
theory would not work for all theoretical terms alike� In that case there would
evidently be no call for an application of PBD PBD! any longer�

��It might be objected that the meaning of �electron
 in Bohr
s theory in that case still
would be dependent on those of other theoretical terms� However	 this would not be meaning
holism� Meaning holism is a general thesis	 a thesis about what determines the meaning of any
�theoretical� term� It is certainly compatible with CTR that some theoretical terms depend
for their meaning on the meanings of other terms� cf� for instance Devitt �������
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